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FOREWORD
As a body of ingenious enterprise, Lunaris Review has positioned itself in the achievement of an aim.
That which is to share ingenuity and inventiveness, without forgetting the needful: satiating the
readers’ thirst along this chosen path to becoming an enabling platform where astounding creativity
is sought, and interstices between artists (creative minds) and readers (the creative populace) are
finally bridged.
We have remained true to the course; undaunted as the clouds gather, covering sunrays, and the
heavens tendering the earth while we plough its abundant terra prima for its bounties. Yet, the cycle
remains incomplete and the mission unaccomplished without us bringing you the few and fresh
tendering we have gathered from the numerous.
For these, we at Lunaris Review owe the numerous contributors (of the declined submissions inclusive)
inestimable appreciation for entrusting us to share their creativity.
(Dear readers), it is with utmost delight that we present and share with you the Maiden/First Issue of
Lunaris Review. The First Issue is a collection of awesome photography, poetry, flash fiction, metaflash fiction, creative non-fiction, and short story with deeply profound, although diverse, but
interconnected thematic pre-occupations that we as a race of distinctly unique peoples have come to
known as integral parts of our sojourn through life. Premises such as ignorance, mysticism, beauty,
betrayal, revenge, love, pain, collectivism, neo-imperialism etc, have been balanced with various
artistic embroideries, that our editors have simply themed the Issue as one giant approach to life
and its duplicities.
This step marks the initiation of the Lunaris Review’s cycle. As the Moon wanes to wax stronger, we
hope to overrun your chalice with better tendering of creativity at the turn of the second issue.
Therefore, we admonish you to stay the course and walk this illuminating path with us.
Do have a pleasant read.
Thank you.
Tolulope Oke
Publisher/Founding Editor, LUNARIS REVIEW
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FOUR OF US
“Frank, that’s not the right way to put on your sandals,” I said to my younger brother who had his
left foot in the right foot sandal and the right foot in the left. He stopped walking towards me and
stared at me very confused. He was lax and calm, permissive and naive. He was always on his own
and asked too much questions about everything. I hated it whenever he put his questions to me, like
the day he asked me about death.
“Where do people go when they die?” he asked me.
“They go to heaven or hell,” I answered.
“Which do you want to go when you die?”
“Heaven of course”
“What about hell?”
“No one is to go there,” I replied.
“Is the place not nice? What is there? Why don’t you want to go there? Is hell not better than
heaven? Is our dad in hell or heaven? Is Mr. Okeke our neighbour that died last week in hell? Which
do you think grandpa is in now? Which do you think people want to go to?”
I was silent.
“I don’t know where I will go but since you said you want heaven, I guess I will like to go there too
when I die,” he murmured. “But brother, why do we sleep and wake up? Why can’t we be awake all
day?”
“We need to rest our bodies after being stressed out by daily activities. Can you now let me be,
please?”
“I wish I have superpowers like Superman or Flash or Spiderman or Green lantern.”
“Why?”
“I just want to be like them so I can...”
He had lost all his front teeth and was always jeered at by his playmates for having no teeth like
the grandparents in the villages. They accused him of not throwing his teeth to the lizards so they
could take it to the spirit world then the spirits would replace his teeth. He cried whenever he was
called grandpa.
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“Put it the other way round,” I continued. “Put your left leg in the left sandal.”
“Ok” he replied as he did as I told him.
“And then your right leg in the right sandal.”
Chinwe, my only sister who came before a brother that came before Frank was busy dipping, or
rather, soaking the last piece of bread she had into her cup of tea. We had bread with tea as
breakfast. She never liked eating in time and never finished on time as well. All her meals, she ate
them as if they would not ever get finished.
“Hurry up!” I said to her. “We are already late. Mum is waiting for us at the shop.” The shop was
where we spent most of our holidays each time school vacated. We never visited any of our uncles
or aunts; they always said they were busy. They were always busy throughout the year, the
following year and every other years and I wondered. We loved it when we were on holidays; we
never slept early or woke up early for anything.
“Hurry up!” I reminded Chinwe. She was busy running her two fingers inside the tea cup to make sure
that the balls of milk at the base of the cup entered her mouth. That was the part she enjoyed the
most.
“I am coming,” she returned.
“Will you...” I flared. She noticed my countenance. She knew what would have happened next if she
had wasted more time. She immediately dropped the cup and got into her sandals. We left for the
shop.
Emeka, who came after Chinwe, left a while ago. He was restless and carefree and always in haste.
He played a lot and fought a lot. He hated being bored. He was always doing something anytime;
either fidgeting with something or jumping up and down the sofa. He had scars on his legs and arms;
all were the results of his fights and falls. There was a wound on his left shin. He got it from a fall
while he was trying to jump a fence in the neighbourhood. He spoilt the television set two times. Our
parents locked most of the valuables away in their room because of him. He spoilt the iron, the
radio, tore the sofa and many other things. But the day I broke a plate, mother flogged me so hard
and reminded me to be careful with things.
“Don’t you know you are the eldest and must lead by good examples? You must not break plates.
Things are costly now. You are the one who taught Emeka how to spoil things in this house, I suppose.
Be careful!” She would remind me. Emeka was rarely scolded for spoiling things. I was always
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blamed for not seeing and stopping him. I could not remember how many times he got something
spoilt in the house.
I remembered the day he ventured into the bag Chinwe keeps her clothes.
“Brother, see what Chinwe is hiding in her bag,” he reported to me with a small package in pink,
white and blue stripes in his hand shown to my face.
“Why did you go to her things?” I questioned him recognizing what he was holding. That was when
Chinwe entered the room.
“Why did you go to my bag of clothes?” Chinwe screamed on seeing what Emeka was holding.
“I will tell mum that you bought bread and hid it in your bag. Then you have to explain how you got
the money,” Emeka attacked her.
“That’s not bread, give it to her now,” I commanded Emeka. He handed it over to her. Chinwe left in
annoyance. “That’s not bread.” That was all I could tell him. What he got from her bag was a
Sanitary Pad.
I also remember how I got locked inside the Thermocool deep freezer by Emeka during one of our
curious plays. We wanted to see if the freezer’s light still shone when the lid was closed. We wanted
to know how it felt to be in a cold weather like the one we saw in the movies. Therefore, we threw a
die to determine who would enter first. It fell on me. I entered and he closed the lid. Immediately I
noticed the freezer’s light never shone when the lid was closed. It was dark all around and I was
inside with other food items. I was freezing, I pushed the lid to get opened but I could not. I
screamed and fidgeted, they were to no avail. I was freezing and shivering. I struggled and pushed
upwards, nothing happened. I grew tired, calm and wished for anything to come take me. It was
dark inside. I started wishing many things, I wished I was dead, I wished it was my brother that was
inside. I wished I never agreed to enter first; I should have disregarded the die we threw. Then the
lid opened, forcefully I pushed myself upwards and out of the freezer. I met the weirdest smile of
my life right before me. Emeka was smiling and he stood feet away from me because he knew what
was coming.
“I am sorry, brother,” he said.

Chinua Ezenwa-Ohaeto
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BEFORE HIS GREY HAIRS
Under a smiling twilight
In the middle of a typical African village
We lurk behind Mama's silo of rice
For grandpa would soon summon us
He that a blue passing bird
Once collapsed by the words from his mouth
For should wisdom be minted
From his green cerebrum
Wrapped and shadowed by a skull
I would call him not even by the names:
(Kilwa and Zanzibar)
Before his white sweeping beard,
I, the son of an artist
Who weaves words
Under a female coconut tree
Come with my half calved stool
To swallow every drop of wisdom
As I take my share even when I droop
From his red tongue not of curse!
G'pa! You are the natives’ centre for learning
Bearing a resemblance
To Sankore in Timbuktu
And a pit of wise sayings
Where we dig them like mining in Wangara
O! In your warm arms
I lay my head!
Spit on me, from your glowing hairs of wisdom!
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THE TONGUE OF THE CALABASH
The clock chimes six o'clock
As I sit in red palms
Under a village hut unlocked
As the palm wine is sipped in dots
From my empty belly stock
To make their feet spread the dust
I leave indelible sounds
In ''bara drums''
For I fade my throat
At a Malian durbar!
Till a bleach invade my skin
Warm yellow I do still remain
Till with age and use I vanish
''Shegureh'' I do still remain
By the hands of a Sierra Leonean
Till I am shrouded
I still count the ''Tourou women'' hair
That I'm a headgear!
With all my blessings
In the forest must I be hidden?
O! Africa!
The warehouse of the seeker!
When the universe stand from words
Then I begin swinging on trees for the best
That my people shall be fed
For I bow before you with ease!
Let not the black soil repent
As I charge your souls
To rise over the fence
I hold my tongue!

Eduful Ishmael
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WHERE EVERY WORD COUNTS
Eons ago, a forgotten old man rested on crossed legs before a fire in a cave. Tears drew sad
trails in the ancient dirt on his face. The children had ignored him, running away to chase
butterflies or search for grubs and insects. The women had left to forage for berries and roots.
Irrelevant to those younger, stronger, braver men in the tribe, he was told to remain when they
left. He sat alone.
Nearsighted and too weak to hunt, he stared at the cave maw some yards away and silently
wept. He was not what he remembered he was. Frustrated in his waning years, he gripped the fist
sized jagged black and chocolate colored stone the women used to skin animals, cutting his palm
in the process. He knew better than to grasp the rock as he had. His anger flared at the pain and
he hurled the rock at the wall. It ricocheted, rocketing to the floor and skidding away. Miniscule
stone flakes drifted to the floor, sparkling in the firelight.
He paused. Tilting his head and staring at the wall, he suddenly forgot his injury. Something was
different on the wall, something not there a moment ago. He brought his face over the wall and
stood there, almost kissing the stone. Then he realised the magnitude of what had happened. A
revolutionary thought crossed his aged mind. He blinked and reached out with a bloody finger,
touching the scar, turning it red. He retrieved the cutting rock and held it to his nose, examining its
edge. He could smell his blood. He ran his finger over the edge. It felt the same. The tip was still
sharp. An almost silent grunt escaped his throat, nothing more than a soft snort of eureka.
Placing the rock tip against the wall and pressing hard, he dragged it across the stone. A short,
shallow line appeared, not an inch long. He grunted and did it again, a longer incision this time.
Motes of stone stuck to his hand or danced to the ground unnoticed, landing on his bare, dirty
feet. He stopped suddenly. A vision filled his mind and begged for life from his hand.
He looked out of the cave, gazing upon the blurry plains beyond, past the unseen grubbing
children and berry gathering mothers, to his unseen, malicious brothers who would surely return
triumphant after dusk. He remembered a time when he ate before anyone else in the tribe,
consuming the best of the beast. Tonight he would again partake last, dining on skin and gristle,
after the children and the tribal dogs were full.
He looked back at the wall, raising the dagger like stone in his bloody left hand, and carved
another long line into the wall. Ignoring the pain, he gritted his teeth and dug another line, then
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another, again and again, this way and that. A mad, crazy urge consumed him. Faster and faster,
his hand chiseled, up, down, side-to-side, the pain of his life emptying into the tiny trenches he
created. He discarded that other man; that timid, unwanted member of the tribe that no one
befriended because he was going blind and too old to hunt, giving eternal life to the hero on the
wall who always killed the largest beast and brought home the most meat. The reward for such
courage and skill was the choicest piece of meat, the raw cheeks of the huge, ferocious beast,
which he reverently chewed while others watched in awe, waiting for him to grant permission to
eat what remained.
Thinking he was finished, he stepped back and looked upon his story, wiping the back of his hand
on his lips, tasting the blood. Once more, life rose in his heart. He dropped the cutting stone and
pressed his palm hard against the wall until veins of blood drained below his hand. Using the side
of his palm, he drove his red tears into his history. Finished and ready for death, the tribe would
remember his name.
***
What the imaginary caveman carved into the stone was not the truth, of course. It was what he
wanted the truth to be. He was the first storyteller, the first artist, the first writer of thoughts and
emotions.
The art of flash fiction remained pretty much intact until such notables as Aesop converted the
images into words and wrote them down 2600 hundred years ago. We do not think of Aesop's
fables as flash fiction, but they are, as certainly as any images carved on cave interiors or red
cliff walls.
In the twenty-first century, it is important for any writer to understand what flash fiction is, as well
as what it is not. Flash fiction is not a journal or blog entry. It is not a vignette. It is not
Hemingway's 6-word alleged 'hint fiction' trope.
Flash fiction is a short short story, generally confined between 300 and 1000 words, whereas a
short story is defined generally above 1500 words. Yet, flash fiction, believe it or not, is a story;
a complete, an entire story, with characters, with conflict, with resolution like any other tale of any
length. Flash fiction must be complete within itself, regardless of the word limit. It is not easy to
accomplish. No writing is. It is a labour of love worth every painful, coffee infused, bloodstained
keystroke.
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The satisfying part of writing flash fiction is the challenge of completing the story in as few words
as possible, while embedding all the necessary elements and nothing more. The goal is to write
simply as possible, with the right word in the right place within the sentence, where the sentences
are in the proper sequence and the paragraphs in the correct order. Get in, then get out as
quickly and cleanly as possible and make every word count. Every word counts!
There are several benefits of mastering flash fiction that translate to writing novels. Consider
writing a scene in a novel. A novel is nothing more than series of flash fiction scenes. To keep the
reader engaged, it is imperative the writer reveals only those details that are required for the
scene and nothing more. Do not reveal the plot until it is time.
As every word is vital because of the word restriction, finding and placing the correct word in the
correct place is paramount. Failure to do so obscure the emotion the reader should receive,
causing the reader to become frustrated (sometimes without knowing why) and capitulate. A great
way to create clarity and protect the conflict, to involve the reader in the plot, is to be aware of
content wording and phrasing. Broadly, content words are nouns, main verbs, and adjectives and
sometimes adverbs. These words are required to convey effectively an idea to the reader.
However, there is a trick to using them. Some writers prefer placing content words or phrases at
the beginning; others (myself included) prefer placing content words or phrases at or near the
end of the sentence. Regardless, the writer must be aware of them. By extension, place the
'content sentence' near the end of the paragraph and the 'content paragraph' at the end of the
scene. Writing in this fashion subliminally emphasises what you want the reader to remember.
For example, in the story above, I wrote, "Tears drew trails in the ancient dirt on his face." I could
have written the sentence this way: "Tears on his face fell down his cheeks." (Horrible sentence, I
know.) When you compare those two sentences, which is better? Which sentence invokes emotion?
Which sentence enhances the character? Which will you remember?
Additionally, look at the last four sentences in the first paragraph. The nouns are children, women,
men, he (referring to the main character), in that order. What if I re-arranged the sentence order
in the paragraph? Starting with the men on the hunt, then the woman gathering berries and
ending with the children grubbing for insects? Would that sentence order add or detract from the
main character's angst? Or would you remember the children searching for food, if you remember
anything at all? Certainly, the reader forgets the old man as surely as his tribe forgets him if I
were to re-arrange the sentences that way. In any writing, but especially in flash fiction, content
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words demand attention. Structure matters.
An easy place to get lost when writing flash fiction is with unnecessary or redundant words. Such
words work against both the writer and the reader. The writing becomes burdensome to read and
the reader loses interest. If a word can be removed while not weakening the meaning or emotion
of the sentence, then that word must die. So kill it.
Watch out for phrases like 'bright flash of light' (are not all flashes of light bright?), 'huge
skyscraper', 'free gift' or 'nearly almost'. Such redundancy inhibits the story.
Regarding unnecessary words, consider the words 'very', 'just' and 'that', which is a lazy way of
writing because it does not use the best word possible. Except for dialogue, where a character
speaks using those words, find the best word or phrase to express the meaning and eliminate all
other words.
In flash fiction, the writer dedicates only a few words to the main character and not many words
thereafter to develop the main character. Think about what you want to say and how to say it.
These few skills (among many others learned from flash fiction) transfer into the larger field of
novel writing. As you develop the characters, the plot, reveal every aspect slowly, showing in the
scene only what is needed for that scene and nothing else.
Imagine writing a 500-word flash fiction piece, utilizing the following: a dead gypsy, a mounted
swordfish, a bottle of moonshine and a 1959 ZIL 111. Try it. Try it right now, this moment. Do not
worry about being perfect in the first draft. Just write. Let go. Trust yourself. Throw the black and
chocolate jagged rock. Bleed. You will be amazed.
The benefits of writing flash fiction cannot be calculated. Like any exercise, you never know until
you try.

B. Y. Rogers
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TICKS
I
The skin is dried to the bone
For what life is in the issues of crumbs?
They tether our necks and fetter our feet
Amidst ticks that suck the virtues of our crumbs
The den of little tiny vampires....
II
It is the thumbs we should blame
Who because of free morsels...ephemeral promises
Rear its restless rights into the dungeon of votes
Votes for villains and scroungers
Now the ticks flourish on the sweats of our bloods.
III
The woman in the shabby suit
Mumbles her pains in pure madness vast in ghostly space
She needles her tongue in the threads of concrete curses
For the ticks in the furs of her progress are breeds of penury
She has just bagged neurotic malady from the professors of poverty.
IV
The man lost in shadows has walked and worked for sweats
Yet his moccasins glitter of beautiful wrinkles and dusts
Nosing their heads up in dreadful rend of shoddy hallelujahs
These shoes have trod million miles
Miles of peeled green progress and constant yellow regress.
V
Is it not said of the tick that kills the dog kills itself?
But when we die these do not die, they host on our children
I have thought these ticks, fatal bursts from their bloody suck
Yet they flourish, they breed in the gulp of greed...
Shall we pray the Pilot for rain to tick-bathe our ticking curse.
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S.S.S
I

IV

Sweet soothing death...

The smoke seller’s son…
Lamori, was very young

Come one, come all
Buy sweet soothing death
Come one, come all
Buy sweet soothing death…
Be warned!
You may die young…

He took the sweet soothing smoke
And died very young…
She neither stopped the sold
She traded the lives of his friends
Sold them the sweet soothing smoke

II

Her way to avenge her son…

Bode testified of his testimony
His graduation was very quick

V

He smoked paper
Smoked a smoke
Wielded the wrapped weed!

And after this commercial,
A bold irony slapped my face …
“The Federal Ministry of Health warns!
Smokers are liable to die young…”

His fine future…ruined!
Ruined in weedy whistling puffs …

What a fiscal embrace of death?

III

A brutal slain of health
On a balance weight of choice

Tade
Smoked to read
Smoked to sing
Smoked to act
He loved the sweet soothing smoke
And met madness …
In madness, he smoked madly
He kicked mortality.
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Ayoola Goodness Olanrewaju

DO YOU REMEMBER...?
Do you remember …?
When you use to corkscrew
Your anatomy on members of men
That suffered from the disease of hedonism.
Do you remember …?
Then, like a python on estrus
You twined with anything
Built and virile,
Defiling propriety with men lascivious. Nymphomania.
Now, nausea dances
On the cynosure of your womb
And apathetic cues are the order of your day
You mourn your rueful past.
Pathetic..?
I only wished you
Never bowed to the whims
Of youthful exuberance, Muna.
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HALO
The ambience of your antecedent
Smells like the urine of a god
Whose kidney has been extolled
By cults of propagandas.
It stinks like the corpse of a fly
That embraced the idiocies of deceit
At the herald of dainties. Covetousness.
I see you deterge with antiseptics,
Antiperspirants, colognes,
Under showers of redemption.
But is that necessary?
When you are plagued with avid- bromhidrosis:
The disease that fraternises with odours
That pervades from the conscience of the greedy.

Ajise Vincent
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SHOULD I GET UNTO A MICROPHONE
What if it is the truth, or could this be an originated fallacy? Whenever the skies we walk on from
morning to sunset falls on us; the beginning of yet another day is sacrificed. This time – by the
time – the house-maid fell into a deep sleep; not of ironies or metaphors but of beautiful essences
to magic in-blue lights; our all became the tale of two interspersed remarks of ancient mahogany
leaves – spreading their harmattan eyebrows – facing monuments and memories of un-tiresome
spinal secretions.
From sundown to moonlit nights, aphids sang oral linens of timely paperbacks. When it had
reached us under leaking huts, and paused on eyebrows of singing birds on cocoa-pods, we know
that squirrels and antelopes feast not in aircraft but on three-pine fingerprints of leaves and
branches. Like Kweku Ananse and the Akyekyer, a story is told of how knowledge and magic
became living, a living disease to infest all and sundry. Even death is well spoken of. It is told of
how wisdom wore dress to cover its shame and books spread their leaflets beyond seas and
lands. Words are aloft! Sometimes aligned betrothal hallucinations that knock on kernel nuts as
pestles pound repeatedly.
In my (in our) homeland just by the sea and beside the curtain-layered forest; drumming of
sounded skins leaving scenic and serenity to caress lights and flowers – as it is of figment and
rigmarole which disappear after child-birth. Whenever a child is born, between the anvil of
Onyankopon and divinities, with red-hairs or even grey (as it is for twins for festival), a tale of
truth or truth of a tale is whistled by divination. After eight days of ghost chat in lonesome heart
pulses, this thin spiral bridge is broken. That is why back home in the land of my Mfantefo (Fante
people), the elders would say, "A child is not human until it has passed through charcoal."
Here water is left to hang in leafless drops on the tongue and allowed to walk down the road;
speak the truth as it is and blend colours as they appear on ancient anthologies. In a span of
years – seventeen or thereabout – when the rock used to have eyes and ears, could see and
hear, sheep and goats talked to with backs (furred) on walls. The trumpeter of the sea came to
life when the life he so desperately desired walked him on a gun. The ladybird once began a
journey of miles and nights. It is held on to a broken wing; a parcelled beak; a whisked feather:
lacing one end of a dream to another – of wonders and for wonders of what might be the end to
a dreadful diseased canvass. 'Humanitarians', I have realised are sampled sweat on mud walls.
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Society attains stress and stretches beyond leaves of plantains. In herbs came glorified
sanctuaries and jealousies that fisted on bark to other root and leaves.
In one European world; one world of science and teachings of technology, where absolutely
nothing or something should be shoved from its sleep, a world of glittering smoke and igniting
industrial fumes – beautiful and glamour as they allude with chapters of claps. There is one
beautiful tune of Arizona exquisiteness – it is called discovery: an end could be a mistaken
prodigy. In confluences, dried watershed stamps, stumbles and irrigates in vertical heritages of
horizons.
So aback, basking ourselves, trimming our minds and reaping the tree of our stories. Stories laid
from one stench mouth to newly germinated ones. I could be the next storyteller or perhaps I
should dig with a spade into the vein of the earth (ours only), unearthing, fishing out, saluting and
preserving nature's feel on our people.
Then when the stone grew grey and Ananse had gone on all walls smoking the wisest, bravest
and skilled (of medicine men and herbalists); the tide was up and held with Akyekyer. One should
be the emir, the ancient scroll leaf, but alas; greed was the only antidote (paradoxical) for which
the latter could be outwitted. They had no God; no beliefs, no touch with reality; they lived like
paupers, like shifted ironic chaff for the wind. Its almost antiquatedness could send thousand
clapping riddles down the spine. Then came the wise who spoke of man and man as one (not of a
woman), a divine lord, a masquerading parrot of fountain and favours. As it were told of many
voices (crystals and squawky), books and dogmas rained on until night called for day's rescue.
The screaming of birds and the wailing of sheep had awaked me. The night before the moon
sang, the fire held its brows on a stiffen-end, and in glare succinct, succumbed to ill feelings and
malediction. These were the times the comforter came to our canoes, with rescue boats, rechannelling the sea's course into the tropics.
It could be true to say, that our people had no stories of their own; that these cricketed filtrations
were only concocted melodies of mythological renditions with no threads to link. That it was those
men of the ocean's eyes, and from beneath its roots that came to give us the knowledge skirted in
annotated anomalies. That we were like trees standing inside a virgin forest without any
meaningful echo to the music of the winds. The logger had no usefulness except to worship it like
spiritual filtrates.
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That it came by a surprise call, a call of the many and the select of the few. A call for the
makeover. Just after we had crossed the bridge of the idling maybes of the sands that washed
the feet of the firewood, before the pot could swing and dance of merry to the fire, we set
magnets to validate our trombones. All we have heard of our stories – those of which are
plastered re-establishment of Kwaku Ananse's gourd; told by aliens and written on the seven
walls of the universe are in fact some cooked mysterious cancers.
I cannot deny my blood that flamed in light. When Kweku Ananse and Akyekyer had eventually
soldered their heads on the lips of the palanquin, the readings became this: "for the grey stone
lighted life; ignited light and swivelled in to the unseen".
In Africa, in the land of the people, the people, I have become a living logged ancestor; what the
earth has refused to be rapped off, perhaps, off-rapped in the Nile where miles and miles of
archaeological stories have uncovered a certain untold truth. Even if I know; not by knowledge of
men; not by knowledge of ants, not by knowledge of the winds; it is certain that we have (I have)
paid the crabs to rid us of nutrition, and that of thousands of generations born and unborn.

Nana Arhin Tsiwah
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GREEN CARD BROUHAHA
Living in a foreign land, out of sight of familiar
straits
Playing hide and seek like a hit and run
In hidey holes breathing suffocating air
All because of a slip of paper made to look
mightier than thou
Now tell me, are we also not men entitled to
roam freely where we choose
Whether black, white, yellow or red,
For in my land I watch as they roam wherever
they please
With nought to fear from the rules they flout

Every day the queues grow and get out of
control
Because suddenly everyone had a dream of
lands
Accessed by means of a green slip of paper
Where money sprouts on trees and the tap drips
milk every morning

In these queues, I hear them slang and slur their
speech
Wannabe Americans and Londoners innit, you
know,
Polishing off their repertoire of burgher
mannerisms
Yet in their land, it is a different game
Anticipating when they begin to live the
Where going out is such a dangerous rout when American dream,
you have no slip of paper
Which often just fizzles into cold nights in
Bearing permission to live, signed by the hand of subway stations
man
I try to reason about living the Ghanaian pride
Across continent, there could be an African
So in my talks with friends and family abroad
dream
I ask them, why don’t you come back home?
So full of stars, you could be one
And they say, I feel it, this time I'm so close
But sadly like a fever, this green card brouhaha
To being granted a green slip of paper
Engulfs the youth, Africa's strength
That guarantees me passage as I please
And like the Ostrich with its head in sand
Some others say it guarantees opportunities
We dream lofty dreams, floating in a haze.
But to me it makes no sense
Why fight for opportunities where there is no
welcome
While your fathers' lands wait dutifully on your
every want
Waits to give you the very best
Why dwell in a place with a heritage apart
Coby Daniels Yeboah
That shies away from the ways of your kith and
kin
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LIBATION OF BLOOD
We have come to you with our gourd of tears
Take, accept and make us men of huge testicles
We have swam in our sweat as you instructed
And braced the harmattan with its cracks
On our lips and heels
Our hoes have tilled the same furrows that you made
Our fences going beyond the boundaries that you reached
But our harvest has always come with weevils
Taking the better portion
Must we pour you libation of blood
Before our voices climb up to your ears?

Adjei Agyei-Baah
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LONELY SHEPHERD
(For Michael (Eureka);
Too sudden and early
To receive a farewell wish
That 31st December, 2012)
From home he comes,
Expelled by the need for bread,
And alone he toils
In sea of fields
Pushing hard his herd
Through throes of tides
Between heaps of smoke,
He keeps some good
He shares with all
But alone he morsels his loss
Like the wood-insect
Carries its sticks
Amidst semblance of green
He forages for pasture all alone
And swings about
This vast arid
For some seeming oasis
Reposing there
Alone, day feeds him with heat
Except for the songbird
That gives him rhymes; and
The good moon that goes with him
When lonely, he consumes
The cold of night
Except for his dream
Of bright, rippling brook
Abut green grass
Alone, lonely shepherd sleeps
In his six feet
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THE ONE MOON
I know of a belle
With wings
And she stands pearly
Among her pears
Disgorging the wind
Of a new dawn.
Bright undying creation
Beating
The brass bell of call,
The one moon outruns
Thousands a star

Bisi Abiola
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SHADOWED
I am in the shadow;
A shadow behind a shadow;
Of translucence like night, a contrast,
Behind a pale window,
Gaiting past valleys low;
Of unfettered dreams
Bearing a song of sorrow
I cast myself: a dark shadow, ahead
of time.
I am in the shadow,
A graven image pictured with thorns;
Thorn in my own side
Blooding myself white in this shadow
Throned.
I am in the shadow:
A shadowy light; blurred surreal
mirages
Casting vision in the throes of day
Of truth weighed in scenery: painted,
Designed along thoughts of Diop,
Nkrumah, Camus,
Finding the sand in my skin.
I remain in the shadow:
My own shadow; perused.
I carry my shadow so fair
In a bile bitter than it tastesI am the shadow!
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WARPED !
Tied to the strings of selfishness
All move in varicose needless ways
To satisfy a lingering mind, regardless.
Above the skies lies the lies
That bears the truth,
Deeply rooted in the clouds.
The moon just passed!
The sun is passing!
You keep hopping,
Hopping over the truth,
unthinkingly.
All neem trees are tall yet some stands taller,
A river bears a name yet different temperatures and depth.
You can hop and land and hop again
just to see what you will gain
but a man does not learn to hop
after feasting on a frog.
I was blinded but now I see,
I see the blindness that never blinded me.

Nene Tetteh Adusu
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THE PAINTING
He stood before the white board –
His face emotion-less and watery;
Brush in his hand, pain in his soul,
He started painting poetry.
With every stroke,
He spoke
Words of mystery hidden in coats
Of paint and pain.

Where tears had once been
He painted and drew,
Where angels had stood on
He planted and grew.
Songs sprung up from barren valleys
Of brushes and paints,
Beautiful sin resurrected
From the graveyard of saints.

Again and again
He brushed past time;
Eyes closed in genuine solitude
As he looked for a sign.
His hand moved with his mind,
Mind moved with the soul
Soul dived into spirit
And the sun became cold.

Some were bold and some were faint,
Colours kissed and became rainbows
On a sky without rain.
Some were cold and some were hot,
Tears fell from the painting
Of a life he never sought.

Yellow, blue, gold
Colours made love and birthed history,
Eyes still closed in poetic death,
He caressed the skin of mystery.
He painted dreams.
Dreams so young, they dwelt in sleep;
He revived memories
That had been buried so deep.
On the soft, lush tip
Of his painting brush
Lay words unsaid
And tears unshed;
He stripped nature naked
And kissed the petals of her virginity,
He took beauty to the hills of poetry
And left her there to be seen.
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He opened his eyes
And met with poetry so pure and so raw,
That was the last element of beauty
That his eyes ever saw.

POETRY
I painted a picture
I created a world with a word.
I took a sense from nonsense
In my heart, I wrote it on
I used intense sense to change tense
And ‘win’ turned into ‘one’
I had a different a-gender
When I mentioned having sex;
When pen makes love to paper,
What happens next?
The paper becomes pregnant
And gives birth to poignant words;
The words become hungry
And they’re fed with metaphors.
I sketched a beautiful world
With the pencil of imagination
And I stenciled my agitation
At this beautiful world.
I saw a fellow painter
And took a dive
Into his fantasy,
I was alive
In the ecstasy
Of that wonderful painter.
So I painted a picture,
I created a world with a word…
And I called it poetry.

Adedamola Adefolahan
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A FRIEND
He was a friend of love
He was a friend of letters
He believed love from above
And gripped he was its fetters
In its throes he basked
Going nowhere fast
He was a friend of Pat
He was a friend for letters
He was whole before he fell
She was hole where he fell
And believing he was better
She let him bask in the throes
Of love that has grown cold
She begins to leave him
Just when he began to live her
But the letters, they won’t let him be
For they were words he told her
His friend was Pat
But she loved another

Otareri Enoh Samuel
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MELODIES OF A SWAIN
Rumbling skies, shattering hearts,
Raging tempests, falling beeches.
A veil of near-gloom cast
Over a rain-sodden earth.
Now is the reign of the elements.
March winds, May flowers,
June showers. July springs
Madness so sweet from
The bosom of a matted-haired stripling.
Heaven’s breath, a gust, seething
Like the howling of roving souls, strikes
Hot a forked heart.
A pleasurable sting, savouring sweet
Of nostalgia, as of Narcissus’ nectar.
Love-spume, like thick beer froth,
Rises atop the surging waters
Of my spirit.
Flaccid breasts, against my woozy
Head, brush, hard
Yet soft and comforting
As Sister Delilah’s laps
A flash of adrenaline sparks
Sophia proffers such glorious relief.
Upon this bed of rose shall
I, hence, recline, to wallow
In this mire of sweet ecstasy,
Waiting till the veiled bride
With the dazzling path
Converge in holy matrimony.

Kingsley Charles
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BEAUTIFUL TEARS
Beauty walks in and out
As it walks out and in
In our trying moments.
We tear out watery fluids
and waste them in conduits
To Assase Yaa, the earth.
We waste that which comes
out of the core of our being
Effortlessly,
With our heart’s throb
At the turn of pain's knob.
There is beauty
casted in the shadows of the shadow
lurking behind our pain.
Tears are beautiful.
They clean our vision
and mountain us
to see this life clearly.
Tears are beautiful,
Until we caress each drop
With thanksgiving
then will we embrace tears whenever they fall.

Nene Tetteh Adusu
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SINGLE MOTHER
Her wrinkles, signs of my weight
Of how she bore and born me against fate
Though aged by solicitude and the Incubus, the marks still speak
Of an African flower, despite the northern Nigerian harmattan
Age does not steal beauty, though it invades with crinkles
Somniloquying, she once told me the story of the man
The man who left by mid-night like a ghost
When, I, busy, kicking the gate of hell open
The man was a blind man
As deaf as a post
Yet she felt broken
After that cold harmattan morn
She spent her night, only
In the company of her unborn
Often, tears shed down
Steadfast, unlike the man, the man that talked about love at first sight
When finally, came I
Home alone, she cried, called and asked why
So also cried the sad sky
Up and down, lizards and squirrels scuttled and scratched on our aged thatch
Making the tears leak through the patch
Still I came, under a river of blood and water
The heartbreak was chained by the joy of motherhood,
So I thought as I grew to manhood
But lone and alone,
I saw a shadow of the man dancing on her black beautiful nose
She smiled and cried simultaneously in monotone
I, never said a word, never understood
That made her wonders if I was the man, another wormwood
Often I asked her why and who
“I know not what you are talking” she would mew
We spoke of everything but the man
Though I grew into a man, yet could not unweave
But how I should tell her, I would never leave.

Philo Malize King
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YESTERDAY’S 30 PIECES
Yesterday,
When the world danced on the kennel of doom
Hearkening to the call of drunk taps,
Notes of foolery on a rugged drum,
We swayed like enchanted pendulums,
Tossed about like flakes in the sky...
Today,
When reason plays its pipe
We are whiffs tangled in the battle of some storms,
Solemn on a pyre, burning low like spent fires...
Through the dampness of the mist, a time which only initiated eyes can decipher as either midnight
or wee hour, you see him slink, through the closely huddled ramshackle structures that housed
many, out into the starless sky. He passes the pyre as if it exists not, takes a right bend into the
welcoming bleakness with steady strides, sure in his steps than he has ever been in his solitary
traverse. Head bows in a weary gait; he stands at the end of his journey unwavering like Raffia
Palms from an illusory epiphany; he looks back, past you, through the empty air then almost
immediately takes a leap, which leaves you more appalled than bewildered; you almost did not
catch it. You thought he has fallen, or trips, then you hear the splash as he disappears out of sight
into the depths, the depths of his tomorrow, killed in its promise, never to survive.
***
The first thing they teach you, when you eventually grow to understand this whirlpool of chaos, is
survival. Well that and its aftermath should you inherently exude traits of a weakling. Never are
the ‘whys’ or ‘hows’ explained, more so, by no means do they truly spell grey from black. Like
Hooded Grebes, you are abandoned to figure out the winding intricacies of existence and
blamed if eventually you do not breast the tape of victory. But the truth is, life is a regenerative
vortex of personal intentions and others (if they indeed are anything at all) are merely means to
countless ends; but no one would ever teach that, at least not from this part of your world.
***
The fire razes to dust all in its path as all fires are meant to, and that which is unfortunately
wedged in its destiny it consumes with a vengeful intensity, like sandstorms of the Sahara. The only
difference being debris and soot do not litter the earth after its rage dissipates considerably,
neither is it charred vestiges of unpleasant substances; what hangs like stench from the vilest part
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of hell is an awful redolence, weirdly suiting to the frosty night, rather too familiar to the eastern
part of the slum: the rotten pong of burnt flesh. However even fires do not emerge from emptiness
and neither does the night. This night does not come to be by mistake or from some magical
blandness; this night starts from some precedence, a yesterday, the only thing we as bodies of life
truly have in common.
***
Night they say is beauty, embroidered by stardust, and these stars you think are tiny
Desdemonas, traipsing globs of the sky like precious tales in a fanciful memory. However, tonight
is not of fairy tales: some fancy mystery cloaked in nuggets of wisdom, belched forth from some
seasoned voice wrinkled by time and back-dropped by a ruddy moon, no! It is of a history,
engraved on the hearts of men in the eyes of a teary night: it is of fire, scorching like the coals of
damnation. This night will flicker in the memories of men as tongues of conflagration cast multiple
reflections like an enraged river. To you, tonight is a strain fully grown, ignorance beset with
pearls and rubies – tonight is madness gone too far. Perhaps you are too young to understand
the devices of the hearts of persons, but the holy book admonishes swords to be beaten into
ploughshares for a reason. The dying fire spends no time waning into the belly of the night
whence it came, still each flicker as it blisters its last in the world of men speaks of a story, an act
of ignorance; a tale of betrayal, of bellicosity and belligerence.
***
Morning as people from your sphere of the universe know it to be, unreels with heavy noise which
cuts through the assemblage of roadside stalls sprawled lazily across the east side of the
neighbourhood, spinning the dreary day into a flurry of activities that swallows up the entire
street space within minutes. It is indeed a new day, same as always. Yellow vans pull over
abruptly, kicking-forth thick dusts that spiral to the heavens like hasty cyclones. You peep through
the blurry glazing of your tiny room while men in grey khakis jump from their bowels like
bloodhounds. Perplexed, at first the grey men stand rooted, exchanging meaningful glances like
startled children. Fixated, their deliberate silence, thousands of unspoken messages fluttering back
and forth among them; countenance betraying bafflement, apparently they are in expectation of
an empty neighbourhood, not this, an array of uncouth entrepreneurs and gaunt kids; you guess.
In the drop of a hat, like a comet on a starry night, the mean looking grey men leap into action
like furious German Shepherds spurned by a familiar voice, it is as if they are not drawn aback
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moments ago. You watch as they thrash everything in their paths with practiced menace and curly
whips: wooden stalls, plastic trays, weaved baskets and run-down parasols, all containing
varieties of foodstuffs and retail items. Women adorn in varying degrees of faded percales and
synthetics heave with frightened arms, as many wares that can be salvaged unto stiff necks of
little boys who scurry along in complete ignorance, missing perchance the stinging whips of the
men in grey. While few frantic market men in frayed undershirts who do not care how rotund the
women’s backsides look urge them on to safety. Gunshots sound off in the background as thick
smokes wafts to the sky unleashing a familiar terror on all unlucky enough to have stalls opened.
Behind the comfort of a chirped windowpane, you watch as the sun moves to bury itself below a
skyline, hiding from the wails of anger receding into the distance, ushering in the dew of a gory
evening. You know how it all ends, a road travelled more times than one: the terror of the Men in
Grey. This is what you know them to be. Under what seem a blood-moon, men will clatter through
the night till the next, whispering under their breath strings of curses while the women, reminiscing
times past will weep in the shadows like sore babies, consoled by the innocent eyes of their
children. You remember yesterday.
When the world came to you at the road without a crack
And whispered of a dream
Where you sat alone, glad,
Inside golden drops
And divine beams
Delighted like the flurry of thousand flocks
Under the sun of two worlds.
It tells you stories of old when the world is tucked away in several parts and everything, a cipher
solved. This is not yesterday; it is just a momentary bliss: but you dwell briefly in this anecdote,
forgetting the tales of today where nature has turned duplicitous, leaving men to a fate both
tortuous and treacherous. Wishful thinking commends itself to you as a proverbial redeemer while
you gaze as the morning rolls into an afternoon, and the afternoon gathers weight, pregnant with
tears.
***
Yesterday, Akamanughi Benedict painstakingly maps out the tenets of the newly drafted Moral
and Trading Code: he stands as the spokesperson of the incumbent district council in the slums, he
is a son of the soil albeit, a sort of Dona Marina, and every one loathes him for this. It is no news
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to you anymore, the grapevine has it that Akamanughi Benedict has always been in it for the
money, well aren’t you all? You dismiss the familiar rhetoric watching as he sways ostentatiously in
front of the entire caste of the neighbourhood, a flora designed tarpaulin wrapped dingily
around his legs: you ponder how many times he has to pat his protruding belly at the sides before
he can successfully tuck the heavy mass into the thick canvass which hides the greater part of his
pudgy self and whether he ever sleeps comfortably.
Akamanughi Benedict rasps on like an abbot, repetitively stumping his right foot, pointing with
enthusiasm like a passionate Guevara at how the government is trying hard to reform the
environment for the greater good; everyone is stupefied, wondering what good can come out of
Gomorrah? Benedict ignores the flummoxed faces about him, you watch with distaste as he swipes
his tongue against his lips in-between bursts of fervid magniloquence; with his eyes darting
around to measure his crowd, he rasps ceaselessly into the morning mist. Squeezed amidst sweaty
legs reeking of days old sweat, you manage a little understanding as Akamanughi Benedict
explains that the government has ordered the inhabitants to steer clear of the sidewalks and
municipal structures they use for itinerant and retail enterprises, and report at the centre where
they will be given slots at the new complex built for trading and commercial retailing,
dramatically pushing his glasses to position every time it slides down his nose like an infinite battle
between an enraged veteran and a recalcitrant neophyte in the process. He reiterates countless
times that government officials are coming the next day to allot these slots to the people and as
citizens of the nation, they are to put on their best behaviour, behave accordingly and be
punctual since the government is not familiar with the roots. You sneer at the rococo, ‘citizens of
the slums’ has a more convincing veracity, you snicker again, aware of its deceptive connotation:
a steady clangour rises from the rabble. Ejike’s words dance into a puzzle as he manages to
exhaust all available words in his repertoire; you eventually give up every smidgen of hope of a
significant measure of comprehension. Perhaps Aunty Nene who stares conscientiously like a
stupefied gremlin at the butt end of the mob would grasp anything at all, deep down you grinned
fully aware she wouldn’t; the other day you took ill she said “How was your health” your heart
went out to her pupils at Elementary High, a group of unlucky ones.
The spectacle reaches its denouement leaving you confused and others stupefied, asking one
another what the tarpaulin man had said. All they know as they dispel from Benedict’s mansion is
they are to stop trading at a particular point and to report at the social centre at the southern
part of the slum where they will be given new stalls and shops: a blessing and good tidings they
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think, or not, they aren’t sure anymore. The government cannot be trusted, as well as Benedict, but
the news is too good to be passed up as wishful thinking, they have to believe, it is the only thing
their reality can afford.
At night when the world has had enough of the hoax of men, many sleep under the gathering
clouds of the slums. That night some sleep with the bones of their livelihood scattered in an uneven
heap beside their iron beds, desperate to wait the dawn of a new sunrise, the stratus on a
rugged yesterday; among this lot is Babu Aminu. This night the slums and its filthiness drift to a
strange slumber.
This world has died
On a path with million faults
For Innocence cannot flower beneath
When the most powerful impulse of the spirit
Lies fallow underneath one too many deceits.
***
The promised morning, Babu throngs along with others, slapping early dusts off the morning
street with his crusted heels, elated about the news of the day before. The arrival of inspectors
means the government finally remembers the people of Death Valley, as you have heard it called
countless times; this is a soothing realisation; even Babu has a different gait this morning, smiling
sheepishly and waving all to the warmth of a rising sun. No one ever sees Babu like this, for most
times he is more of a dyed-in-the-wool scallywag, whipping up trouble wherever one can be
found, destructive with every ounce of energy he can muster. But this morning, everything seems
different; he is not the same old Babu, Babu the coyote. You see him as Moses, the one Bishop Biyi
emphatically preaches as an angry but faithful leader, you grin, if only that Moses could see this
Moses. Even those who drag out of bed, reluctant to head to the trade centre brush aside every
smudge of reticence, pick up their weary bones and join in Babu’s wake. It is going to be a
different morning everyone seems sure. The atmosphere of the eastern part of Ghost Slum lit up
as debris, shards of metals and rotten liquids, a mixture of phlegm and stagnant seepage greets
the morning warmth with their sordid appearance. Whatever could have driven Babu to leave his
priced son, Akim, who is an avid reader to handle the affairs of his stall while he goes to bring
good tidings is sure to be a basket full of blessings and, no one, not even cynical and doubtful
Aunt Nene can pass up such offer, regardless of an air of incredulity which seem to envelop it.
You make way for her.
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***
The Night is enthrallingly black, lit up occasionally by dying flecks of light finding their way back
to the emptiness from which they are animated, yet everyone disperses as sands strewed on the
shores of reality. They saunter like weary souls from perdition, rage and melee replaced by sense
and regret, urge on by the failing strength of the burning pyre. The night does not play out like
the ending of the few revolutions you are taught in school, or the few scenes you opportunely
view at the home of raspy Old Soldier. This plot does not have that smudge of optimism that
underlines every tale of revolution; neither does it have the stratagem of action: comical
interpolations and heroism that somehow seem to prepare the mind for the gory events that
characterize tales of uprising. You look back to yesterday and realise, this tale, which has its
antecedent in a vivid past, has no pause in time, where side-splitting events softens the hearts of
men; life has not pause to allow sanity its due, the world has spiralled causing nausea, belching
molten as result and this it does unto the ignorant heads of men. However, unlike most revolutions,
bodies do not litter the floor like oysters at the wake of a flood; neither are twisted bloody parts,
mangled and gored limbs jumbled across the earth like displaced prawns, no, instead what you
see is a figure strapped like dried twig across a blackened pole. And from it whiffs of yellowy
smoke like curly fingers of golden light, rise to the sky where they merge and disappear into the
dark clouds. The body is that of Akumanugi Benedict; yet it is not a revolution, it is only a night. A
night of betrayal and insanity: insanity you do not understand, insanity deeply seated in the
affairs of man. Yet this night did not come to be by mistake or from some magical blandness; this
night starts form some precedence, some yesterday, which is today’s betrayal. This night is
yesterday’s 30 pieces, the thought makes no sense to you, but it registered, hitting you with a
strange conviction. Bishop Biyi has preached about Judas betraying Christ the same way with 30
pieces of silver one time, Benedict has done the equivalence, hence today has been betrayed by
yesterday’s folly and deceit; you walk off with the thought swirling in your head, tonight is as a
result of yesterday’s betrayal. Tonight is YESTERDAY’S 30 PIECES; still it is not a revolution.
You totter along the rough edges of a shattered pavement, wrecked into uneven parts by the
spurned remonstrators, wondering why humans would go such lengths to rob others of their
entitlements, even the little they have. The parable of the rich man who took the only lamb of the
poor man came to mind, you begin to understand. The memories of the morning come viciously like
torrents. You hide under a skew-whiff structure to watch as many come running from the centre
immediately the thick black smoke rises to the sky. They shout in despair; they leap through the
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morning air, like petrified livestocks, wailing into the hot air, as dread hit their chests and hands
drop unfailingly. They have been swindled, enticed with a Trojan horse. They are at the centre
patiently awaiting the government officials who are to usher in the good tidings when the grey
men burn and loot their source of livelihood. And at the heart of this rabble is Babu.
The Grey men destroy all and that which they cannot they plunder, burning some and ruining the
rest, leaving a host of bloodied backs, snotty face, weeping kids, faint souls and horrible looking
welts. But perhaps this tale would have been one of those told about deceit alone if Babu finds
his son who is to stay in his stead, the only source of joy he has, his bibliophile son. Babu races
down with the strength of the winds, fear gnawing tenacious at his stalwart countenance, only to
find his parasol burnt and his onions at the back of a van filled with smiling grey men: his son,
nowhere to be found.
He did find his son, and you are there to witness the melancholic reunion. Underneath a pile of
dark lifeless bodies lies his bibliophile son. That evening, while others weep and cry at the loss of
life and livelihood, one word comes to his mind, Benedict. And with that name, Baba Aminu strides
of into the distance, away from the weeping populace.
***
Tomorrow remains a blurry vista,
Etched in memory like jagged lines across distant skies;
And its promises, a crooked lister,
Vain like the passions of a thousand cries
Tomorrow will come and the fire will have burned out as all fires do and, all things will return to
its status quo, even the sidewalks and municipal structures will take their place back in the natural
order of things. The government will continue to exploit people and will use friends and family
members as expendable means; this will not stop and neither will it wane, it is the way of the
world and its future; the future which is undoubtedly an unsure tomorrow. But tomorrow the
government will come in black vans, and men in fierce red khaki, not grey, will manhandle and
arrest many, that much is certain to you, every person in the slum knows. They will bring down the
body of Akamanughi Benedict or what is left of it and you will watch as they barge and drag
people out of their houses with ferocious cats, but they will not find he who killed Benedict; they
will not because no one will talk.
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No one will until one reaches his tether end or gets bribed and betrays others and mentions
Babu’s name for an illusion of freedom, the need to survive. Still they will not find Babu. They will
not, because no one knows where he is, no one except you, but you will not talk and no one will
think to ask you, what does Arzan know?

Dami Lare
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THE DIVIDEND OF WAR
Look,
Behind the borders of loose skins and bones
Lives the luxury of agony and torment
Beyond the borders of loose skins and bones
Lives the luxury of waste and spent
So tell me,
What is the dividend of war?
The flags, standing absent winners
All, shrunk and shaky
Victors and vanquished,
Left with graves to mourn
And heart, always, will hold a piece, enemies
for eternity
Scars on soul and body, bleeding pain and
blood
And orphans and widows to fight on
Look,
The guns are silent
Soldiers are home
Now coffee makers and gravediggers
Dehumanized,
Goodbyes persist in their minds
The nights, and sleep with darkness
Home is gone
Now nightmares and sleepless night, here
So tell me,
What is the dividend of war?
Women go home, facing widowhood
Ghosts of lad and dad
Keep weeping at the doors of their hearts
They fight on, they fight on
Even after the cease-fire
So many questions are asked
And tears are never silent

Look,
The refugee camps and destitute
Monument of graves and groans
The signing of peace treaties
And scourges of pain treatment
The invention of diseases
And outbreak of epidemic
The rich and generals in their
Exile of comfort and careless
And the poor and sergeant in their
Home of grief and graves
The smoke of burnt houses
And vapour of tears and terror
The wasted years of blood bath
And sweat and swelter
Mortal man,
Is this the dividend of war?
Please tell.

Philo Malize King
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CHOOSE YOUR BELIEF
You are as useless
As you think you are;
You are as worthy
As you think you are.
Choose your belief!
The world is too wide
For the extent of your feet;
How great planet earth! Yet,
It’s under the care of your feet.
Choose your belief!
A means cannot be made
Out of what you can do;
It does not matter the end,
You can pioneer what you do.
Choose your belief!
There are two sides
To the coin of this life
One side, the pretty
Other side, the ugly
How identical they seem,
It's about how you see each.
Choose your belief!

Tukur Ridwan Ishola
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EDITORIAL NOTES
Not only fine-threaded remains of palm-nut, cassava and emptied layered-begging leaves are hidden
in the deepest hole of a rat; sometimes there lies the unbidden freshness of airy-fragrant smoke of the
hunter, which most often narrowly misses the dead rat. The same can be said of the varied pieces that
sparked this maiden issue of Lunaris Review. In the farthest sense of a longing for what the heart can
see on the tender path of life with the soul as its microscope, the finest poetry that cut across broad
areas of life; mysticism, religion, love, rude-socio ills as depicted by the poems have once more
paved glittering way for the appreciation of the ‘masked’ literary genre, poetry. One striking thing
was in the great-orature that some of these poems came with. The diversified orientations that
spellbind the mind like a gleeful song. The appreciation of poetry based on African-themes have in a
deeply casketed-way formed the very discussions of the war on Africa literature Ngugi wa Thiong’o
echoed so profoundly in his “Decolonising The Mind”. I hope these collected poem and other lingering
fields of creativity of this first edition finds a resting place in the hut of every reader…

Arhin Tsiwah
We are of constant cognisance of words, or presumed to, more than any other human construct, for
the greater part of our traverse through this mundane cycle of causalities that characterize our lives;
so much/less that these constants have in-turn become passive focal points, oases of sort, philistine
pillars on which we have, by inactions of ours than not, plonked pretty much our entire reality as
some ritual of normalcy without much appreciation or worthwhile recognition of their benefits: the
implosion and explosion of our ideals – for only through it (words) reposes perhaps the last option
for mankind finding and creating for himself an importance much like the Forgotten old man.
Perhaps they (words) are empty shells through which our deepest reservations are giving chance at
freedom, much like Frank’s constant unease about uncertainties; uncertainties about the true religion
and its canons i.e. humanity and its issues. Concerns that can only be given voice through The Tongue
of the Calabash, a choice without which we are left vulnerable to the mercies of our greatest
adversaries: the menace of sweet soothing death and its sinister pall bearer, misleading Halos,
hypocrites, that have chosen to bleed our ignorant selves dry like the Ticks of decadence.
Inadvertently, we become lost in this green mess, a brouhaha, that keeps us occupied with emptiness,
such that we ignorantly grapple with it, like the greater half of our subsistence depends solely on
victory over it, fighting gallantly a lost battle, Warped in defeat like a Shadow in a reflection,
useless to itself, unable to attain independence. Thus, after we have lost ourselves in decades of
denigration, brought by us upon ourselves, our fate then takes a back seat to The Lonely Shepherd
“who after his dream of rippling brook sleeps alone in his six feet”.
Until we realise words are like Paintings, where we lose our worries of existence completely,
expressing our story in reality as if each art were to be the “last element of beauty” we would ever
opportunely experience, then can our lives become like Poetry, dancing through time with
consummate radiance, and our tales of experience like the dings of the Blue Jay, bringing to our eyes
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Beautiful Tears as we finally tell our story with envied passion, like a Single Mother to her beloved
offspring.
“Reality is us as we are a story; and as such reality itself being Art nonetheless.”
The artistic pieces contained in this maiden edition of Lunaris Review, as well as its diversified
contributors, have not only through their mere existence as ineffable bearers of creativity, established
that man’s hope at an attainment, beyond the realms of his present thinking, is much plausible than he
could ever think of. These works of insanely eruptive measures have so much in their constant jolting
endeavours struck the heart, that of the creator himself, and the recipient upon delivery that, more
than pressed to the window pane of hope, the whole of mankind with a new realisation would come to
the understanding that his existence as a resourceful repertoire, is not only to himself, to exist merely
that is, but unto other consciousnesses: that which is, and is to come; to bring to the grand threshold
of reality, the single truth that anything living is capable of beauty beyond measures...”
“Art is us, as we are Art”

Bello Oluwadamilare

Art (literature) is a reflection of life, the recollection of human’s existence and all that bothers around
it; those which can be seen or (and) felt.
In succinct words, each composition of fiction in this journal represents a piece of a larger fragment
that sums up human’s existence. From Chinua’s simple reflection (in tone, matter and manner) of the
elementary experience and ignorance of man expressed through the characters of the four siblings,
depicting the curiosity that pokes an ignorant mind, to Yesterday’s 30 Pieces narrated in a rather
achronological and disjointed sequence, with a smooth and swift whisk from a narrating point to
another; a story of trust and betrayal, loss and revenge...detailing the complexity of human’s
existence and in relation to one another.
Also, the creative non-fiction rendered by Nana is a deep philosophical recollection of one’s existence
(past and present) as part of a larger existence, and in relation to his environment (physical and
supernatural). In this composition, Nana paddles through contorted history and distilled facts,
passively probing the readers’ mind on the veracity of the acclaimed truth, taking us back and forth
historical timeline through a rather mystical belief system of the Fante people. Whereas Where Every
Word Counts is a Meta-flash fiction, a literary composition about a literary composition (Flash
Fiction). Rogers in very few words that count gives pedagogical insights on how to achieve a
complete narrative regardless the word count. He takes one through the needed simplicity, accuracy,
swiftness and precision in the craft of flash fiction…

Oke Tolulope
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The collection of photography in this issue expresses African beauty and the allurement of the black
skin to the world populace, despite the rash invasion of modernism dominated by the western
orientation and its superiority. Rather than rendering extinct the beauty of Africa, modernism and its
invention would only project and emphasise her glory. Thus the interconnectedness is more radiant
and colourful… ”

Oladimeji Gabriel
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others, as well as his surroundings both within and without. His genres of photography include
modelling photography, conceptual photography and portraiture.
Adedamola Adefolahan is a final year student of English at the Obafemi Awolowo University
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songs. He is a vocalist, songwriter and poet. He is a member of various literary organisations in
OAU. Adedamola has gained vast readership from his online publications.
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is currently a language part-time lecturer at the Institute of Continuing and Distant Education,
University of Ghana, Kumasi Branch and Grace Baptist University College, Kumasi, Ghana.
Ajise Vincent is a Nigerian Poet. His poem “Song of a Progeny” was shortlisted at the KoreaNigeria Poetry feast, 2015. His works have been published in London Grip Magazine, Kalahari
Review, Sakonfa Literary Magazine, African Writer, I Am Not A Silent Poet, Afrikana ng, Poetry
Pacific, Commonline Journal, Novel Afrique, Black Boy Review, Tuck Magazine and various
anthologies. He is currently finishing a major in Economics at the University.
B.Y Rogers (guest featuring) resides in Utah with his wife of forty years. They are the parents of
five children and grandparents of thirteen grandchildren and an inspiring author with much to
learn; he is the creator of The Iron Writer Challenge, a weekly flash fiction friendly contest
designed to assist aspiring authors in the writing journey.
Bisi Abiola is the nom de plume of Ibrahim A. Odugbemi. He is a poet and a graduate in English
from the University of Ibadan. He is the founder of Blueprint Consultant, which offers services in
editing and critical assessment of manuscripts for publication, data collection for research and
book project, English for academic and communication purposes among others.
Chinua Ezenwa-Ohaeto (guest featuring) is an ardent lover of literature and studied English
language and Literature at Nnamdi Azikwe University. Some of his works have been honoured by
reputable bodies: Association of Nigerian Authors (Literary award for Mazariyaa Teen Author
Poetry Prize, 2009), National Association of Students of English language and Literary Studies
(certificate of honour as the best student poet, 2012, Delsu chapter). He was shortlisted in Etisalat
prize for Literature, the Flash fiction category, 2013 for ‘The Dead Nurse who came for her
Baby’), runner up in Etisalat prize for literature, flash fiction category, 2014 ‘I saved my
Marriage). In addition, his works have appeared in literary journals and magazines like Awka
Journal of English Language and Literature, Of Minstrelsy and Mask Matatu Germany.
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Coby Daniels Yeboah is a young, upcoming Ghanaian poet, novelist and spoken word artiste,
currently schooling at the University of Cape Coast where he is also the president of the Creative
Writers Club. He is a social volunteer and aspires to positively impact the society with his writings.
Dami Lare, a graduate of the University of Ibadan, is a lover of the word, the beauty of thoughts
and the ironies of reality. He is a radical thinker, an essayist, writer, a poet, and a photographer.
As an innovative individual, he expresses himself through his works, which have been featured in
various online media and anthologies such as “The Ironology”. He is a member of the Iron Writer,
an online writing group that promotes the grandeur of flash fiction. As an eclectic individual,
creative in thought: ingenious in delivery, he concerns himself with the various manifestations of Art
and Reality as much as he can.
Eduful Ishmael (guest featuring), popularly known in creative fields as Kofi Acquah, was born in
Mankessim in the Central Region of Ghana. He is a voice of a pure African culture through his
outstanding poetry write-ups. Kofi Acquah is a Certificate holder of the American Poetry
Marathon group.
Goodness Lanre Ayoola (b. 1989) hails from Osun State, Nigeria. He lives in Abeokuta where he
is a teacher of English Language. He has a B.A(ed) in English from the University of Ilorin, Ilorin,
Nigeria. His poems have been published and reviewed on poetry sites and online magazines. He
loves to work with great minds.
Kingsley Charles is a fusty matted-haired stripling who finds Companionship in his thoughts. He is
a medical student at the University of Calabar.
Nana Arhin Tsiwah is a disciple of Pan-African Consciousness, a Folklorist and a student of
Akanism. Tsiwah, a linguist- performist of Mfante-Akan ancestry writes from Cape Coast, Ghana.
Nene Tetteh Adusu writes under his indigenous name – Nene Tetteh Adusu. Tetteh is a passionate
Poet and dramatist, hails from Ada in the Greater Accra Region of Ghana and lives in Accra. He
opines that: just as words were used in creating this world, so can the world be transformed by
words. Mirroring life and crashing them when necessary to fit the pieces in life’s dazzling puzzle:
his philosophy.
Otareri Enoh Samuel is a graduate of Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye, Ogun State,
Nigeria where he studied Law. He is a lover of music, an introvert who writes poetry and fictions.
Philo Malize King is a philosopher and poet, hailed as The Philosophical Poet because of the
esoteric style and thought provoking nature of his poems. He is a native of Ukpor Nnewi – South
in Anambra State, Nigeria. He has a degree in Philosophy from the University of Benin, Benin
City, Edo state, Nigeria and is currently preparing to defend his M.A thesis in Metaphysics at the
Nnamdi Azikiwe University Awka, Anambra State, Nigeria. Malize's first anthology, 'Palpable
Absurdities and Existential Despairing: Poetic Reflections on Some Challenges of Human Existence'
will shortly be published.
Tukur Ridwan Ishola (b. 1994) hails from the city of Lagos. He is a prolific Nigerian poet,
creative writer and essayist. His versatility ranging from the Social Sciences, Philosophy, History,
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Mathematics, Astrology, and Natural Sciences contribute tremendously to his creative and
ideological competency. He is currently a final year student at the University of Ilorin, the
department of Political Science.
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CALL FOR SUBMISSION FOR ISSUE 2
After everything, it is the stories we have created of our lives: the plot of our actions or inactions/
and the thematic causalities in our choices that bear as witness if truly we have lived or not.
Lunaris Review, a journal that concerns itself with arts and the incalculable benefits of literature is
open for submissions for its second issue. It seeks creative, original and previously unpublished
works of literary fictions (flash fictions and short stories), creative non-fictions, essays, poetry,
artworks and photography. This second issue is due out in January. There is no submission fee
charged. All submissions should be sent to africa@lunarisreview.com. For further guidelines,
please visit our submission page http://lunarisreview.com/journal-submit
Our lives are precious anecdotes made into gospels by either the writing of it, telling of it, or simply
the living of it; for ours is a life of connected plots.

